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The Repeat tool is designed to help create repeatable artwork inside of Photoshop using the same Photoshop tools that you 
are already familiar with. You will work on the artwork in the Photoshop canvas as usual and be able to see how changes 
affect the whole repeat in the Previewer panel. You can make changes to the offset and type of repeat for the artwork in the 
Repeat panel and see the changes live while working.

Exploring Repeat & Previewer
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The Repeat tool allows the user to put their artwork in 
repeat, change the offset, and move the artwork to edit the 

repeat boundaries. 

Repeat Tab

Repeat Type:
Straight, Drop, 

Shift Options

Horizontal Move 
Slider bar

Vertical Move 
Slider bar

Export tab
Additional Options Menu

Drop or Shift Offset Menu

Mirroring Art Options

Opacity Percentage on Overlapping 
Layers
Value of Move Chosen Horizontally

Value of Move Chosen Vertically

Reset Move Option

Reset Move Option

The Repeat Panel
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The Previewer tool allows the user to see their artwork and 
all edits in repeat 

Refresh to see  
all updates to 

artwork

Artwork Viewer

Zoom slider

Border toggle on/
off

Additional Options Menu

Border color options

Border single/tile boundary options

Apply the current color 
profile to the Previewer 
panel art

The Previewer Panel
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To design the repeat of your artwork, open an artwork file and the Aquario Textile Designer Repeat tool from the Plug 
Ins>Aquario> AqTD menu. Open AqTD Previewer to see edits in repeat as well from the same menu.
Make sure the file is saved before using the tools.

Getting Started with Repeats
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Working on Repeats
Use the                  buttons to choose the repeat type between tile, drop, or shift on AqTD Repeat. Use the refresh button        on 
AQTD Previewer to see any changes made.

Previewer is good to show what is happening to the 
repeat in the overall layout. Previewer will show all edits 
happening as well as the style repeat chosen, which 
does not effect the actual artwork file on the canvas. It’s 
basically allowing the file size to stay down by showing 
the repeat working, without making the file work extra 
hard to do it.
You do not have to have Previewer open during the 
repeat process, especially if you are working on a 
straight repeat. Use Previewer as it suits your workflow.
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You can use the Zoom option on Previewer to increase or decrease how much of the repeat you can see in the panel.
If you place your cursor inside the Previewer panel, you will see a hand icon appear and if you click and drag, it will pan around 

the artwork for more accurate placement.

Use the Border toggle to turn it on and off. This will place an outline around the repeat, either by single or the full tile, depending 
on the type of repeat chosen. The boxes next to the on/off toggle control which one it shows. The color option is also available to 
change the color of the border to something better suited for the current artwork. Click on the chip to select a new color and hit 

OK.

Previewer options
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You can move the artwork tile to work on the “edge” of the repeat by using the Move slider bars.  There is a move for both vertical 
and horizontal, which can happen one at a time or together, depending on how you want to work.

These options will move the center of the original artwork  as its reference point for moving the artwork. A negative number will 
move the artwork to the left or below while positive moves right and up. You will see the artwork move in your Photoshop canvas 

after you change the values.

To send the artwork edges back to the original layout, use the X buttons on each slider row to adjust it back to center.

Move Functions

Original Layout New LayoutMove Options
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Since AqTD tools are inside of Photoshop, you can work on artwork with all native tools the Photoshop offers.
Use tools like Clone Stamp and Brush options to complete drawing motifs as well as filters, effects and layer styles to stylize the 

artwork. 

Saving the working file as a PSD is recommended. Exports can provide ways to send off other file types of finished artwork.

Exports can be done using the AqTD Repeat Export tab. To understand more about that workflow, please see our Exports manual.

The Layers panel in 
Photoshop is good to have 
out as well while working 
on artwork. You can find it 
under the Window menu 
at the top bar. Photoshop 
requires a layer selection for 
certain functions so to make 
it easier while working, keep 
Layers in the screen.
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1. Open a file in Photoshop that has all or most of the design 
created that you would like to put into repeat. 

2. Click the Refresh button on AqTD-Previewer to start the 
repeat and choose whether you would like a straight, shift, or 
drop on AqTD.

3. Use the Move sliders to move the repeat tile bounding edges 
to inside the canvas

4. Use the Zoom and Border options on Previewer to see the 
repeat better in Previewer

5. Use any Photoshop tools to adjust the artwork, and remember 
to click the refresh button to see changes in the Previewer 
window.

6. Save the working file and use the Export tab to send off final 
versions.

1. Hit the      button on Previewer to see all changes made 

2. The Previewer will show the artwork in repeat but is not 
necessary to have open all the time. 

3. Save working files as a PSD. Export will allow you to send off 
other file types with full repeat tiles.

 Repeat Quick User Guide

Tips and Tricks
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If you are having a challenge with anything related to our products

PLEASE SEE THE FOLLOWING RESOURCES: 

Online Knowledge Base:

https://aquariodesign.com/knowledgebase-textiledesigner/

This has online articles to help answer questions and issues that may come up 
with using Textile Designer. 

For guided tutorials, please visit YouTube

We have videos covering all Textile Designer functionality as well as Aquario 
Design’s full tool set. 

Just search “Aquario Design” and look for the Textile Designer playlist on our 
home page.


